In this new landscape, conventional political lines have tended to blur.
Hawkish narratives of Chinese expansionism occasionally draw support from those whose primary concern is with the parlous state of human rights in China. Those anxious to prevent a resurgence of anti-Chinese xenophobia sometimes find themselves taking the same side of a point as corporate actors, whose priority is to moderate criticism of the People's Republic of China (PRC) and get on with profiting from its vast economy. Anxious to shepherd the laws through, Porter insisted that they were necessary to safeguard an upcoming round of by-elections, which, he implied, would otherwise be at risk from Chinese interference. Having invoked the spectre of electoral interference to pass the laws, the Attorney-General then did the same to speed their implementation. With a federal election looming in 2019, Porter announced that new requirements to register a relationship with a foreign principal would take effect from 10 December. On that day, the Attorney-General also acquired the power to issue a 'transparency notice', designating someone a foreign agent.
The legislation thus gives considerable ammunition to those who hope to expose 'agents of influence' in Australian society, though it remains to be seen if, and how, its provisions will be enforced.
A Transpacific Partnership?
Scaremongering around Australia's electoral system fed on a new-found For a while, it seemed that the political party taking claims of Chinese subversion most seriously was the Australian Greens. In Tasmania, the Greens first issued warnings that the 3,185-acre Cambria Green holiday resort, a joint venture with a PRC company, was part of a CCP plot to secure territory in Tasmania as a launching pad for its ambitions towards Antarctica. 
Resetting the Reset?
By the time he secured his new foreign interference laws, Malcolm
Turnbull's enthusiasm for decrying Chinese activities was cooling. In a speech that would be described as a 'reset' at the University of New South Wales in August, Turnbull highlighted the importance of scientific collaboration with the PRC (in which UNSW leads the country), and his own family connections to China. 32 Beijing seemed to take the hint, and ended an eighteen-month long freeze on ministerial-level talks, paving the way for first the trade minister, and then the foreign minister, to visit China in November.
Turnbull's carefully worded speech allowed for multiple interpretations, itself a sign that he was reverting to earlier norms and Australia's traditionally more ambiguous rhetoric on China. ACRI saw in the speech a welcome turn away from the hostile posturing of previous months. Australia's discourse on China was sliding back into a familiar rut, and the opposition ALP wasn't offering anything by way of alternative.
In a speech in October, party leader Bill Shorten said that Labor rejected 'strategic denial of others' as a goal, but then claimed the Manus Island base as Labor's own policy. Although it likes to position itself as being more Asia savvy than its Coalition rivals, the ALP's vision for the future of the region is no less militaristic, calling for more US marines in Darwin, and US warships to dock in Western Australia.
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The political class's bipartisan support for a military response to China's rise puts paid to claims that Beijing's political interference has eroded Australia's long-standing commitment to Washington's preeminence in Asia. But the deeper anxiety driving exaggerated claims about the current state of PRC influence in Australia is not without foundation: if US-China conflict intensifies, Beijing may well seek to exacerbate the contradictions between Australia's pro-US posture and its dependence on Chinese trade, and exert pressure in new ways. Notwithstanding the validity of some of the specific accusations, the recent preoccupation with domestic influence peddling has obscured the need for a more thorough discussion of Australia's place in the world and its options. Should that situation persist, the Australian public may find itself ill-prepared for a future crisis in our region.
